S ixty years ago I was taken by my parents to the Festival of Britain, on the South Bank in London. The exhibition told the story of the people and land of Britain at a time of revival after post-war austerity, and the catalogue listed many worthy feats of exploration, invention, science and industry. But I remember very little of the exhibits themselves -except for one. I had heard that they were bouncing radio signals off the Moon from a radio telescope that had been mounted on the old shot tower, a 19th-century brick tower that looked like a factory chimney (figure 1). I wanted to hear the echo from the Moon, but alas, the experiment wasn't working at the time we went.
Ian Cox, the festival Director of Science and Technology, wrote in the 1951 catalogue (Cox 1951) : "The most obvious part … is a large reflector which beams the signal from the aerial within it onto the Moon. This is part of the radio telescope and is connected with the display in the Dome of Discovery by underground cable. In the Dome visitors can transmit signals to the Moon and actually see them reflected back to the Earth after about two and a half seconds." In a retrospective review of the festival written 25 years later (Cox 1976) , he described "the radio telescope that was operated from the Dome of Discovery, with its 'dish' aerial mounted on the top of the shot tower. This was beamed on the Moon and visitors could see on a cathode ray tube signals being transmitted there and their reflection back about two and a half seconds later." This, however, was not exactly the case.
Making lead shot
The shot tower had been built in 1826 and was the only building not demolished for the clearance of the exhibition site. Gerald Barry, the festival Director General, describes an early visit to the tower in 1948, when it was still a working factory (Barry 1976 ): "One day before it closed I climbed to the top to see how the job was done … The process had all the charm of the antique. At the top of the tower -or at a platform below if a smaller shot size was required -was a platform holding on which stood a large cauldron of molten metal, warmed from below by a glowing brazier. Beside it stood a vessel perforated at the base with a large number of holes almost too small for the eye to see … Over the cauldron loomed the gigantic figure of a man, sleeves rolled and forearms covered in long leather gloves, casting grotesque shadows up the wall who, armed with a ladle long enough for supping with the Devil, scooped up huge spoonfuls of leaden soup and emptied them into the monster colander. It was as primitive and domestic as that. Through the minute perforations of the colander the molten metal fell 120 ft into a large copper or hip bath at the base of the tower. As you stood below and looked upwards at it falling you were aware only … of a fine rapid rain. As the metal fell down the well of the tower it solidified, becoming first pear-shaped, then slightly concave and finally as it reached the hip bath a perfect sphere." The tower survived only until 1960, when it was knocked down to make way for the Queen Elizabeth Hall.
For the Festival, the top of the tower was rebuilt to accommodate both a lighthouse and a steerable parabolic radio antenna, which was set on an anti-aircraft gun mounting provided by the Army. However, erection was not without its problems. Men of the 245 Armament Battery Royal Artillery were hoisting it up the inside of the tower when the rope broke. Hugh Casson, the Director of Architecture (South Bank) wrote (Casson 1976) : "The gun mounting to take the radar service on the top of the shot tower fell from the top, causing the tower to jump off its foundations -but luckily also to jump back. The contract for the supply of the radio telescope equipment was placed with Leland Instruments Ltd, a firm of electronic engineers and architectural and industrial consultants based in London (Hansard 1951, Anon 1951). The telescope was a simple construction, made for the occasion. Jodrell Bank was involved in the planning and execution (Sullivan 2009 "Mr Deedes asked the Minister of Works if he will make a statement on the cancellation of the proposal to use a radar transmitter and receiver to obtain echoes from the Moon on top of the tower at the South Bank Exhibition. "Mr Stokes: In the circumstances brought about by the defence programme it has proved difficult to obtain early delivery of the parts of the equipment required for radar transmission and it has, therefore, been decided that the radio telescope should be used to receive signals from outer space but not to transmit them."
Progress was slow. The exhibition opened on 4 May 1951 with the telescope still not working. On 17 May, The Times reported: "Scientists hoping to receive their first radio impulses from the Sun with special apparatus at the top of the shot tower at the South Bank exhibition, were disappointed after yesterday's tests. Interference from aircraft spoilt the experiment. The tests will be resumed today" (The Times 1951b). Radio signals from the Sun were eventually received on 23 May and put on view to the public on 4 June (The Times 1951c , 1951d . It seems highly probable that these were the only signals from "outer space" received during the festival.
After the exhibition the dish was moved to Jodrell Bank. It was set on top of the power house building, where it remained inoperative for some years because there was no adequate drive system. Nevertheless, it was eventually used -appropriately enough -to receive radar signals from the Moon.
In the 1940s, lunar echoes had been studied by DeWitt at the US Army Signal Corps in the United States and by a group working at the Division of Radiophysics, CSIRO in Australia, which identified fading effects in the strength of the returning signals. There were two types of fading. One was a rapid fading with a timescale of seconds, attributed to the Moon's libration, but this was superimposed on a slower fading over a period of about 30 minutes. A programme of lunar radar research began at Jodrell in 1949. In March 1954 William Murray and J K Hargreaves carried out a radar experiment, transmitting with an existing horizontally polarized array but using as the receiver the festival dish, which could be switched between horizontal and vertical polarizations. As the strength of the echo decreased in the horizontal polarization, it was found to increase in the vertical, indicating a rotation of the plane of polarization. They concluded that the long-period fading arose from a slow rotation of the plane of polarization of the radio wave as it passed through the Earth's ionosphere -Faraday rotation (Murray and Hargreaves 1954, Lovell 1990 ).
Cosmic rays
Ralph Spencer also used the festival dish, for part of his PhD work on radio emission from cosmic-ray air showers in the late 1960s (Spencer 2011). He realized it could be used in fixed positions for cosmic-ray experiments, and it was set up in a field next to an array of particle scintillators in 1968 (figure 4). He designed and built a 240 MHz feed system and observed at the zenith and at 30°N and 30°S zenith angles looking for north-south effects caused by the Earth's magnetic field. It was later used less successfully at 610 MHz. The dish's wire mesh surface and poor setting accuracy meant it was only effective at low frequencies. His work on cosmic rays ceased in 1971 and the telescope was scrapped soon afterwards, probably in 1973.
Despite the fact that the dish never saw any lunar echoes at the 1951 Festival, it had a useful life afterwards, and millions of visitors remembered the radio telescope with pride. It was in the end a superb piece of propaganda for UK radio astronomy (Graham Smith 2011).
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